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Oci in lieu of pio timeline

OCI registration (instead of accredited PIO-Card) OCI registration (instead of missing PIO card) OCI miscellaneous service OCI upload/re-upload OCI image upload/re-upload re-printed applications submitted before starting to check your eligibility before starting your registration. If you already own an OCI card, kindly
use the miscellaneous OCI services. If you are a PIO cardholder, kindly sign up via OCI registration (instead of a valid PIO-Card). If you are a PIO card holder and card is lost in mode, kindly register through the OCI register (instead of missing the PIO card). To reprint your registered app, kindly use the reprint service. In
case of immediate travel, applicants can apply for a suitable visa. A kindly ready pre-requirement with the applicant's image and the applicant's signature image (maximum size 500kb). The height and width of the applicant's photo must be equal. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 200 pixels (height). The
maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 1,500 pixels (height). The height and width of the signature photo should have an aspect ratio of 1:3 minimum dimensions of 200 pixels (width) x 67 pixels (height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 500 pixels (height). Be kindly prepared with support for
documents in PDF format (maximum size 1000kb). After registration after submitting the application online, a copy of the application form will be printed with an online registration number. The application form, complete in all respects, along with all relevant premises and the necessary fee may be subject to the Indian
mission//office which is in the applicant's jurisdiction that normally resides regardless of the fact that whether the same Mission India//Office has issued original OCI documents or not. Continue before you start checking your eligibility before starting your registration. If you already own an OCI card, kindly use the
miscellaneous OCI services. If you are a PIO cardholder, kindly sign up via OCI registration (instead of a valid PIO-Card). If you are a PIO card holder and card is lost in mode, kindly register through the OCI register (instead of missing the PIO card). To reprint your registered app, kindly use the reprint service. The
Migration Agency (BoI) will continue to take PIO cards as a valid travel document until 30 September, 2019 along with a valid foreign passport and Indian immigration review to consider all valid PIO cards for departure/entry to India until 30th September, 2019. This extension of the timeline is subject to the condition that if
notified in the meantime any deadline by the ICAO as a result of making PIO cards invalid hand-written PIO card holders may have to obtain a suitable visa from Indian missions/abroad. In case of immediate travel, applicants can apply for a suitable visa. Be kindly prepared with the applicant's image and the applicant's



signature image (maximum size 500kb). The height and width of the applicant's photo must be equal. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 200 pixels (height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 1,500 pixels (height). The height and width of the signature photo must have an aspect ratio of
1:3. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 67 pixels (height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 500 pixels (height). Be kindly prepared with support for documents in PDF format (maximum size 1000kb). After registration after submitting the application online, a copy of the application form
will be printed with an online registration number. The application form, complete in all respects, along with all relevant premises and the necessary fee may be subject to the Indian mission//office which is in the applicant's jurisdiction that normally resides regardless of the fact that whether the same Mission India//Office
has issued original OCI documents or not. Continue before you start checking your eligibility before starting your registration. If you already own an OCI card, kindly use the miscellaneous OCI services. If you are a PIO cardholder, kindly sign up via OCI registration (instead of a valid PIO-Card). If you are a PIO card
holder and card is lost in mode, kindly register through the OCI register (instead of missing the PIO card). To reprint your registered app, kindly use the reprint service. The Migration Agency (BoI) will continue to take PIO cards as a valid travel document until 30 September, 2019 along with a valid foreign passport and
Indian immigration review to consider all valid PIO cards for departure/entry to India until 30th September, 2019. This extension of the timeline is subject to the condition that if notified in the meantime any deadline by the ICAO as a result of making PIO cards invalid hand-written PIO card holders may have to obtain a
suitable visa from Indian missions/abroad. In case of immediate travel, applicants can apply for a suitable visa. A kindly ready pre-requirement with the applicant's image and the applicant's signature image (maximum size 500kb). The height and width of the applicant's photo must be equal. The minimum dimensions are
200 pixels (width) x 200 pixels (height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 1,500 pixels (height). The height and width of the signature photo must have an aspect ratio of 1:3. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 67 pixels (height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 500
pixels (height). Be kindly prepared with support for documents in PDF format (maximum size 1000kb). After registration after submitting the application online, a copy of the application form will be printed with an online registration number. Application form, complete in all directions, along All relevant premises and
necessary fees may be issued to the Indian mission//office in the jurisdiction that the applicant is normally residing in regardless of the fact that whether or not the same Mission India//OCI original documents office has issued. Continue before you start checking your eligibility for a new OCI card before starting your
registration. To use miscellaneous services, you must be the holder of the existing OCI card of the Service can be used for re-issuance/issuance of OCI duplicate documents in the following category of: in case of issuance of a new passport. In the event of a specific personal change viz. name, fatherâ€™, nationality etc.
In case of loss/damage the OCI/Visa registration certificate. Applicants can apply for a suitable visa if they change their address/occupation if they travel immediately. A kindly ready pre-requirement with the applicant's image and the applicant's signature image (maximum size 500kb). The height and width of the
applicant's photo must be equal. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 200 pixels (height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 1,500 pixels (height). The height and width of the signature photo must have an aspect ratio of 1:3. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 67 pixels
(height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 500 pixels (height). Be kindly prepared with support for documents in PDF format (maximum size 1000kb). After registration after submitting the application online, a copy of the application form will be printed with an online registration number. The application
form, complete in all respects, comes with all relevant premises and the necessary fee may be subject to the Indian mission//office that resides in the applicant's jurisdiction usually regardless of the fact that whether the same Mission India//Office has issued original OCI documents or not. Continuing before starting this
feature is to re-upload support documents for your OCI request. This feature can only be used after successful online registration. Uploading/re-uploading documents cannot be done when your application gets acknowledged in the India/FRRO mission. A kindly pre-requirement is prepared with document support in PDF
format (maximum size 1000kb). Be kindly prepared with your application file reference number with passport number. Continuing before starting this feature is to re-upload the applicant's image/signature. This feature can only be used after successful online registration. Re-uploading cannot be done when your
application gets acknowledged in the India/FRRO mission. A kindly ready pre-requirement with the applicant's image and the applicant's signature image (maximum size 500kb). The height and width of the applicant's photo must be equal. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 200 pixels (height). Maximum
dimensions 1500 pixels x 1500 pixels (height). The height and width of the signature photo must have an aspect ratio of 1:3. The minimum dimensions are 200 pixels (width) x 67 pixels (height). The maximum dimensions are 1,500 pixels (width) at 500 pixels (height). Be kindly prepared with your application file reference
number with passport number. Continuing before starting this feature is to check the current status of your application. This feature will be useful only if your application gets acknowledged in the India/FRRO mission as usual, OCI registration certificates and visas for delivery are available within 60 days of the date of
acknowledgment of the kindness pre-requirement ready with the file reference number of your application along with the passport number. Continue before starting this feature is to download and reprint the application form, which you have already completed online. This feature can only be used after successful online
registration. Reprints cannot be done after your request gets acknowledged in the India/FRRO mission. A kindly pre-requirement with the applicant's application file reference number, the date of birth of the applicant along with the passport number is ready. Continue continuing
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